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Of Clouds and Camellias

Brigette Hall

To morning’s ardent cheek, we cling.
Upon those avenues of  fickle winds
our shades of  periwinkle and forget-
me-nots are shed. We blossomed once as white
camellias, but scarlet sky now stains
our porcelain petals and dusk coughs up sun.
 
One final kiss, and we, forgotten, blink
into the dun of  night like slighted swarms
Of  ink in ink. By only moon, we dew
light up, a feeble final on gale’s stage,
the misted hope in lovers’ mingling tears—
as God in Heaven’s compassion falls, we fade.

Hannah Kwapisz
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Rain in the Night

Rachelle Ferguson

crept out of  bed and stood peering through my window one 
night before a rainstorm. I’d been lying on my back, sheets 
pulled up under my arms, watching light (in six squares cut 

by the dark grid in my window) flash onto the opposite wall every 
minute or two. Then I would close my eyes and wait for the groan of  
thunder to vibrate through my mattress and tingle my bones.

But for the ting of  cold water droplets against my windowpane I’d 
waited without result. So I flung back the covers and got up, and with 
my hands resting on the sill I stared through the glass at the night. Far 
off on the right above the trees that surround our house, a luminous 
three-quarters moon gleamed through a rent in the thick spread of  
clouds blacking out the starry sky.

I snapped open the bolt on the window and slid the lower pane all 
the way up. As a May breeze slipped inside, eddying the light curtains, 
another flicker of  lightning brightened the distance behind the trees, and 
I smelled the humid air clinging to leaves and gliding over the grass.

I quickly unbraided my hair, thunder rumbling under my bare 
feet. Then, in T-shirt and pajama pants with my long brown kinks 
trailing down my back, I climbed through the open window out 
onto the roof  in the summer-night air. Crouched on the gritty 
tiles, one hand still gripping the window frame, again I caught the 
fluttering blink of  white light away in the distance still promising 
rain. Releasing my hold, I scooted myself  a few inches away from 
the window and settled into a sitting position with my knees drawn 
up to my chest and my arms circled around my legs, my feet pressed 
flat against the tiles.

The world shuddered with thunder again. A moment later the 
silhouetted trees began to lean, and I heard the wind shivering 
through the leaves, upturning their pale undersides like shimmering 
scales reflecting the moonlight. Then I sensed the night’s breath 

I

against my skin, fresh and full of  force, the wind splashing over me 
and washing through my hair. I felt its energy penetrate me and seep 
through my limbs like the blood spilling through my body.

Cold pricked my foot—the first drop of  rain. I let my eyelids fall 
closed, and I tilted back my head. A second droplet struck wet on 
my elbow, and a third on my hand. A fourth plopped on my face 
near my eye and I blinked, looking up at the high ceiling of  clouds. 
I stopped counting as more raindrops fell with quickening pace, 
stinging soft on my skin. As the rain sprinkled faster and heavier, 
another glare of  lightning smeared the horizon, for one half-moment 
glinting in all the hundreds of  midair raindrops and making the 
world speckled against darkness. Another crack of  thunder ripped 
through the gusted rustling leaves.

A few streaks of  my hair stuck to my forehead, as beads of  water 
slid down my nose and cheeks. I kept blinking away the drops on my 
eyelashes that blurred my sight.

And then, it might have been my damp shirt sending goosebumps 
nipping down my arms, but I felt (with a kind of  a rapture) a deep 
chill stir through my body, swelling my heart’s pulse and rippling 
beneath my skin like a breath of  wind over water. With a quiet thrill 
of  ecstasy, I sensed that something strange had slipped inside me—or 
rather, that something had slipped out of  me, and now for a moment 
lingered lost beyond my perception.

I sat still, during that thin seam of  time unaware of  myself  and 
only conscious of  the crumbly tile under my feet and the sleek strokes 
of  rain veiling me and drumming my skin and the scuttling sound of  
droplets on a thousand leaves.

When my pajamas and my hair were soaked through, I crawled 
back into my bedroom and slid the window closed after me, as 
lightning flung its ghost past me onto the wall. Whatever I’d lost for an 
instant out on the roof, I sensed inside me again now, but with a kind 
of  age or absence in its presence.

I wrung my dripping hair, stripped off my shirt and pants, and 
slipped into a fresh pair of  pajamas before climbing back into bed. 
As I lay hugging the warm sheets, I watched the tint and shade of  
lightning through my closed eyelids, and I listened to the quarrel 
between thunder and the leaf-flurrying wind, and I strayed asleep 
dreaming of  petrichor and a damp dawn.
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Dry Bones

Aaron Schreck

He only eats chocolate ice cream now,
And looks out on the world of  moving things
From an armchair by the window—
Each day his body growing thinner.

He baptized me, and gave me, still dripping,
Into the arms of  my father, his son. 
The painted angels sang over him
As the bread changed and filled us.

He battled devils, too, their baleful shapes
Floating over the beaches of  Okinawa,
Leaking through the brass canals of  his confessional.
Today, my christener asked for my name—

Who is this man, whom both the angels 
And the devils have forgotten?

Hannah Kwapisz
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Looking at Myself  Through 
the Boy Who Listened

Hannah Fleming

Sitting in the restaurant, I looked over and saw him:
Head nodding to my words,
Mouth agape in surprise,

Blue eyes opening up to swallow
Every detail of  a story I recounted
Like rehearsed lines.

Looking at his half-moon smile
I could see the way my eyebrows
Rose when I talked about my parents

And the way my cheeks dimpled
In laughter. I stopped talking for
A minute, distracted, and he told me:

“I’m still listening.” Now, I wish he still were
As I talk into the distracted chaos
Of  clattering plates at crowded tables.

Camera Obscura

Brigette Hall

To my sister

See that shroud of  leafy clouds and haze,
Blown in flutters and breathy shudders;
See it alight on dark ceiling, dim walls.
 
Touch that kodak-ghost of  a petal pall;
Touch and find not verdant veins but
Velvet ribbing of  damask-papered walls.
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The Retaining Wall

Mary Catherine Meyer

Deep in the heat of  one summer,
A bearded crew of  workmen came
To build a length of  concrete wall,
To hold back our hill. There we played,
Army-crawled through field grass, called raid,
Were browned by the sun until fall,
Sprinkler-hosed, without clothes or shame,
Made room for any latecomer.
But they cut a slab of  the slope,
To make space for a longer lawn
With blocks of  cement and thick rope.
We climbed it when the men were gone
And laid down along the stone in a line,
Holding, as seers, to the weight of  the sign.

Madeline Fry
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Climbing the Light

Elena Creed

he morning was desperately cold. The sun had already 
risen, but its frozen light did nothing to thaw the chill. A 
lone figure slowly ascended the spiral staircase that wound 

around the lighthouse. She raised her head from where it bent 
against the cold and glanced upwards to the height before her. Each 
step seemed to take an eternity; her booted feet struggled through 
yards of  fabric that swirled around her ankles. When she reached the 
top of  the lighthouse, she stepped slowly to the edge of  the platform 
and pressed her small form against the railing. 

She gazed at the sea. The air was so cold and still that her breath 
hung nearly motionless in a cloud in front of  her mouth. Wisps of  
vapor curled upwards like the sluggish flames of  a frozen fire. She 
fixed her eyes upon the horizon; they roved across the waves that sailed 
in and lightly kissed the shore. Her hand ascended to her face, and the 
tips of  her fingers caressed her porcelain cheek. Off to her left, a gull 
sounded a heart-wrenching cry. 

Day after day she took the stairs to gaze out over the ocean. Even 
on days when dark blankets of  cloud smothered the sun and chill 
winds whipped her skirts and threatened to extinguish the small light 
that burned within her lantern, she still climbed the height. Worry 
had etched its way onto her face, and tear tracks engraved themselves 
into the creases of  her face. Frozen grief  began to thaw when the days 
grew longer and warmth began to creep into the air and tame the 
angry icy foam that crashed upon the rocks of  the shore. Soon, wet 
spring breezes would blow, caressing the woman’s face and sending 
grey wisps of  hair into her dull eyes. 

When the warm rains of  spring came—still she climbed her tower. 
On days when fearsome lightning cracked and rain poured down 
from the heavens, rivulets of  water tracing the wrinkles that age and 

care wore deeper and deeper on her aging face, she could still be seen, 
small but erect, looking out at the vast and angry expanse before her. 

Soon, spring yielded to summer and she stood in the sweltering 
heat, shielding her eyes with a damp hand. Sweat beaded on her neck 
and forehead, matting her hair and plastering it to her skin. Summer 
brought with it scorching sun and horrible heat, but still she stood with 
dimming eyes straining against the blinding glare that reflected off the 
glowing waters. 

The greens of  the summer months faded into the browns and 
golds of  autumn that crowned her with a halo as she stood casting her 
eyes across the sea, and she began to let go of  the hope that she had 
once clutched so dearly to her aching heart. 

Winter came again and the seasons began their inevitable cycle, 
and still she made her daily pilgrimage to the top of  the lighthouse. 
Year after year went by. Her gray hair turned silver and her back 
became bent as if  struggling under some great load. Her strong hands 
withered until they became knobby claws that clutched at the metal 
railing, but still she made the climb that seemed longer and more 
impossible with each passing day. 

The seasons came and went, like the waves that fell across the shore, 
and still she stood there, looking out, waiting. Then came the day 
when no one mounted the stairs, no one looked out, no one came to 
tame the waters. Waves whipped up and crashed upon the rocks as a 
starving traveler pounds on the door of  a cottage he has just stumbled 
across. The ocean frothed and growled like a wild creature, but still 
no one came. So it caught up some smooth planks of  driftwood and 
splintered them to nothingness on the rock far below.

T
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Sonnet of  a Young Man

Micah Meadowcroft 

Without this hope there is no further use
For me to serve and seek your favor here.
I’ll close my books and from your bonds slip loose, 
If  it proves true, this loss of  you I fear. 
But should remain you here with me, for you 
I’ll dive for pearls, the stars too far away. 
Through slop I’ll sift, and all I have give too, 
To feel your close embrace at close of  day. 
Instead, I hear the shout of  foolish ones 
From cross the crowded streets and colonnade.
Please help me steel my heart when each call comes,
And kisses leave unmet, you unbetrayed.  

Allow me to find you, wisdom, I to you bound. 
Give me the hope that here you will be found. 

Ben Strickland
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Sonnet (“Often in dreams I 
hear again the soft”)

Tomás Valle

Often in dreams I hear again the soft,
Sweet swell and fall, the frigate’s gentle pulse
That counterpoints the heart: rhythm that I loved,
Warmth of  my bones, within her sturdy hull;
Or cling all night to her rigging, the dark
Sea-breeze kept at bay by her lantern’s light,
Or as her breastwork’s barnacle, embark
In secret, safe above the breakers’ height;
Or rest within her warm and precious hold,
Kept from the outer cold and darkness by
Her warm bowsprits’ embrace, her bows enfold
Me to her inner fire, her heart. But I,
But I awake again to cold ground,
The snow falling, seagulls’ lonesome sound.

Caroline Green 
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A Brief  Hallelujah

Alex Graham

don’t want to weld, but my brother says I must. We all 
learned, he told me; it’s tradition. Apparently Papaw taught 
him, when he was old enough, and now he teaches me. He 

said Papaw started him off with a line of  spot welds too, just grafting 
two pieces of  steel together.

“No, Jack.” Already I’ve messed up apparently. “You’ve got to 
prep it first.”

“We just brushed it though, and you said it didn’t need it.” I pick 
up the wire brush again.

“Is it legal not to use your turn signal when no one is around? 
You’ve gotta learn all the steps now, and do them every time. He 
taught it this way.”

“Why isn’t dad teaching me? Why didn’t dad teach you?”
“Papaw wanted to give me my inheritance while he was still around. 

Dad doesn’t weld anymore.” He has forgotten to make me wipe 
the metal, and is doing it now himself. He wipes it much more than 
needed, eyes tight. He doesn’t want to do this, maybe he will give up.

“Neither do you. It’s not like it’s anything special, Alan.”
“It’s not like that, Jack.” He grips the rag for a moment; starts 

to continue his train of  thought, but keeps it to himself. Then he 
carefully puts the rag in the trash, and methodically screws the cap 
back on the prep-sol; walks it all the way back to the shelf. I wait 
awkwardly. My posture is awful.

He comes back and takes another rag from the yellow box, the 
ones they make me get from Sam’s Club every so often, that and the 
harsh soap in the orange bottles. They like to make me participate. I 
can tell it’s forced. He puts the rag in my hand and instructs me to 
wipe the surface as well. Pointless, but I do it.

Then he hands me the ground; I clamp it with some difficulty 

onto the bigger metal plate. He nods, and hands me the arc welder’s 
handle, pulls his helmet down and nods again.

“Just do one spot, there between the two.” I look at the metal, put 
my helmet down, and look back at him. He nods. I put the tip down 
to where the two pieces are flush, and start.

The sharp cracking and the sheer bluish, white light even 
through the heavy visor startle me. I jerk, then step back and stop. I 
look to Alan. He makes no reply, but continues to watch the metal; I 
turn back to it. There is a small black shockwave, stained but not yet 
affected by my timid touch. I take a deep breath and try again.

This time I’m shaky and start too far to the right, but slowly pull it 
back, determined not to jerk back again. I want to be brave. I watch 
the white light move, invigorated by the danger of  it. It’s like staring 
into the sun. At any moment, it could burn my eyes, but doesn’t.

“That’s good,” Alan stops me. I wonder if  he means it is actually 
good? He pulls the helmet to its up position; I do too. I hang on to 
the welder. He leans in and we look at my spot weld together.

“Well. That one’s not going anywhere. Sure is a lump.” He’s right. 
There before me is a glob of  cooling metal. It’s like an unrefined, 
steel marble smashed on top of  the seam. “Let me show you how to 
get that a little cleaner.”

He takes the handle from me, confidently flicks the helmet down, 
switches places with me without looking, and stares at the seam for a 
moment. Then he slowly lowers the tip of  the welder to the metal. I 
almost forget to put my helmet down, and slap it down too hard. As 
my eyes adjust, it’s like I see him differently. He welds one spot quickly, 
releases, moves up a bit, and applies the arc welder again, this time 
more sustained and in a line, tracing the tiny gap, sealing it smoothly. 
He pulls back, lifts the visor; I follow suit. We examine his work.

“There,” he points, “see, how you can get it flatter, and yet still 
strong?” It looks like a dime married the steel. Beautiful. Somehow 
beautiful. Then he points a little higher to the line he drew. “You 
held yours too long in one spot, but if  you apply it slowly and steadily, 
you can weld in a line. It can be tricky to do it straight, though.” His 
seems drawn up against the edge of  a ruler. I never knew Alan had 
this sort of  precision. We look at the welds, mine and his, holding 

I
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the metal along with the clamps. It’s been a long time since we’ve 
worked on something together.

I was curious before, but now I gain the courage to ask, as he 
starts to hand the welder back to me, “Why were you so careful with 
the prep-sol?” As soon as it comes out of  my mouth I worry at how 
random it is. I hope I didn’t ruin it, this moment of  kinship.

He looks at me for a minute, seeming to consider. Then looks 
down at the welder in his hand, its tip still glowing faintly. “Because 
of  Papaw.” I watch him. He takes a breath, “But before I can tell 
you about that, I need to tell you about Great Grandpa.”

“Why?”
“So you will know why our family fears fire.”
“Some kind of  superstition?” I regret the accusative tone, 

meaning only curiosity.
“No. More like... an inheritance. Listen.”
“Alright.”
“Well. Great Grandpa was a farmer, and when a tree was felled by 

a storm or whatever he had to dig it out or burn it out—”
“Or whatever? Have you burned many stumps, Alan?” 
“C’mon, Jack. No, but Dad’s done it, Mamaw’s talked about it.” 
“Alright. Go on.”
“Ok. So he would have to burn it, at least the ones he couldn’t 

dig and drag out with a team... like, of  horses.” He anticipates my 
question. “Well one time he was out there with his pail of  water, and 
his hoe. He set the water to the side, back a little. Then I imagine 
he worked some tinder into the cracks and around the base of  the 
stump. Once he got it going, he probably took the time of  watching 
it to lean on his old hoe and think.

“The fire grew and just burned and burned. He must have stepped 
closer to hack open more territory for the fire with his hoe, and the 
fire took interest in his pant leg. He stepped back, and tripped on the 
bucket, knocking it over. It wouldn’t have helped anyhow. Well, he fell 
forward. And Great Grandma watched him burn.

“She watched from the kitchen window. The dishwater pruning 
her cold hands,” Alan’s face shows his disgust. “Mamaw told me 
Granny was at the sink washing dishes. Just had to stand there.”

“Wait, what the hell? Why didn’t she run out there and save him!”
“I asked that too. Mamaw said there was nothing to do. The fire 

was too hot, too fast. I wasn’t there, obviously, but I see it every time 
I read about Elijah calling down God’s consuming flames. I think the 
stump outlasted the fire, somehow, like an altar. I never understood 
that either. I guess Divine power, how the altar is never said to be 
burnt up.”

“Yeah...” I muse. Alan shifts his weight, still clenching the welder. 
Then I remember, “What about Papaw?”

“Right.” He blinks in the shadows. “One day he was welding on 
that old fifty-ton Grove—”

“The big red one, right?”
“No, that’s the small one. Dad sold the bigger one, since; it 

was yellow and black. Well, he was up on the platform, near the 
center, about six feet up. Kneeling there with his spot-welder and 
can of  prep-sol.

“So,” changing his weight again, “we don’t do it now, but he used 
to punch a hole in the top plate of  the cans, that way he could take a 
wad of  paper towel up against the notch-hole and tip the can quickly 
to wet the rag. It’s much more convenient. Alright, so, he had a can 
of  prep-sol with a hole punched, he cleaned the surface, and set the 
can aside. Normal.” I nod. Seems normal, I have nothing to go on.

“But this time, though he assured us he set the can a good five 
feet away, he learned why the trick is illegal. As he welded, a single 
spark flew farther than it ought to’ve. You’ve seen that welding sparks 
do shoot out, but it’s not like the movies, is it? Those sheets of  gold 
sparks come from grinders, not these spot welders. His five feet was 
not enough, and the notch was just big enough to leak fumes.”

“Oh no...”
“It blew the metal can in half, ripping the bottom plate right off. 

The halves flew in opposite directions.” Alan paused. I waited for 
the detail I knew was coming. “The bottom plate could have easily 
decapitated him.” Another pause. “Well. The ball of  flame engulfed 
him, and his work clothes were so stinking flammable. He said he 
could only recall being in the ‘roll’ stage, skipping ‘stop’ and ‘drop.’ 
He must’ve dropped, though. That’s a big jump for an old man, a 
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worse fall. He didn’t suffer for that part, though.
“Well the rolling and slapping didn’t put out the fire.” Alan shakes 

his head as if  angry at all the stop-drop-roll lessons. “Dennis, who 
really should have been on break, ran over, grabbing the CO2 
fire extinguisher on his way. If  he had grabbed the sand-based 
extinguisher he could have killed Papaw faster than the flames.”

“No way, they’re made to be safe! I’ve seen—”
“You’ve seen the foamy CO2 type. Industrial work zones require 

the sand type. It’d kill you. No need to test it.”
“Mkay.”
“Well, the extinguisher worked, but not before the fire had 

covered Papaw’s calf. That’s a bad burn because it can wreck the 
nerves and circulation. His hands also, from slapping the fire, were 
burnt. Any hands but his would not have survived with skin.

“I rode with him, Jack, in the ambulance from our pathetic hospital 
here to the best burn unit in the state, up north. Later I told him I 
was disappointed we didn’t get the sirens. ‘Probably for the best,’ he 
said. I think he was right; you know how he worried. The sirens would 
have just made it worse. He never wanted a fuss made about him. Not 
having the sirens on let him imagine it wasn’t a big deal.

“When Mamaw arrived, I could see Great Grandpa in her 
eyes. Did she see her husband or her dad? I knew she had won the 
mental battle when she began to poke at Papaw. It was hard to tell 
if  he was bewildered or playing along. He had a lot of  drugs in his 
system by then.

“After what seemed like all the nurses in the hospital taking a look 
or trying to help in some way, a doctor came and checked Papaw’s 
leg and other burns. He determined they’d need to keep an eye on 
the old man, but that he’d be fine so long as he got no infections in 
his leg.

“He made an amazing recovery but... Well then...”
“Yeah,” I didn’t want Alan to have to say it. The recovery only 

lasted so long. 
“A body can handle only so much,” he said it anyway. Then he 

raised his head and took a breath. “But you know, Jack. I’m glad 
for that ambulance ride, and day with him. I think he was too. No, 

the pain sucked, but I think he was glad for that time together, for 
being around long enough to teach me to weld. I have a feeling he 
wanted me, well us—but you were too young yet—to grow up strong, 
to experience things and be whole. He wanted me to live and have 
something I could do, and that day reminded him. He would want 
you to be strong too.”

Alan nods to himself, and then looks back to me again, in the eyes, 
and hands me the welder. I see in his gaze, briefly, a sort of  hallelujah. 
Then it’s gone. “Alright, well. Try again. No more marbles.”
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In November, Two Funerals

Therese Burgess

In November, two funerals, one after the other,
Death upon death, casket upon casket,
No dust to return to, only snow.

And the young boy in the cassock prays,
Throws out God’s grace in holy water;
Absolution pools and freezes upon the coffins.

And all around, white fingers grow rigid in the cold;
The young boy shivers in the vestments of  the Lord.
There is no hope that will thaw us now.

suffer it yourself  
future worship mechanisms 
this is entropy

John Taylor

a cleansing rage of
FUTURE considerations

=potentialities

emperors and gods
WORSHIP lovers and dolphins
=actualities

universe decays
MECHANISMS of  non-souls

=remove your glasses
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A Phoenix Heart

Emily Dickinson

I fought to quench the spread but only fanned the flames.
One more spark, an ember’s burn, this all will pass away.

Our souls went up like gasoline to spell out all our blames.
Charcoal dust, decrepit rust, what more is there to say?

Dawn rises cold with finger streaks to wipe the dew from glass.
A foggy mirror, no more bright tears, at last the sun is seen.

I stagger to the staunch last wall the blaze could not surpass.
Beyond the stones, horizon of  bones, but still a hint of  green.

The ravaged sky holds hope up high as life begins anew.
Salvaged parts, a phoenix heart, eyes fixed on things past view.
Following dark, spirits take flight to catch a glimpse of  blue.

Galeocerdo

Forester McClatchey

I reeled him gleaming in from the cliffs, flashed-flank
With sun-wound wires of  water vectoring out 
From him, and human voices cutting the wake:
The throatwarm “set the hook, keep his mouth
Open, avoid the shore!” The boat up-climbed,
Up on swells, to swing down, knock the sea-door,
Make spray wheel away, while the fishline
Kept eyes arterially close to its cutwater. 
The mist began while we fought, then the rain,
Slanting and dimpling the surface until
The dorsal bloom of  skin, exhausted, came 
To brush our keel, be seized by tail and gills, 
Then the thrill, the smell, sharksblood and petrichor,
The blank eyes, the sea, no one behind the door. 
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Greek

Anonymous

band, a gang, a troop of  school boys chortling, clanging. 
Cluck. 

“Let’s build ourselves a tree house and a ladder and we’ll 
only let up who we like. It’ll be our club.”

So they do. Men of  action. They sit in the nutmeg treehouse, legs 
loose, hanging down like the ladder they recently raised. Felix and Pen 
and Tristen and Jess. There they are, with red scarves tied around their 
foreheads. Too lazy to capture the flag. 

They do have good fun, though. They play act, prepare for spelling 
bees, practice rugby in their own nestled nook of  the wood, where the 
neck of  the wood meets the shoulder and the shoulder soon meets the 
sea. A hidden place. Mothers whistle at dinner time but none of  them 
hear whistling Mothers. 

Other school boys stand under the treehouse, settled on stumps and 
writhing root lumps. Chattering teeth, begging to be let up out of  the 
rain and above the rain. 

Oh—then there’s the cardinal, perched on the roof  of  the tree house 
and keeping an eye on things. This was her hidden place for so long, 
and now it’s not but the boys think she doesn’t mind. She’s red and red 
things are fierce. Same color as the dirt in Arizona, the silhouette of  
Manhattan glowing against the sea. The burning, blushing banshees on 
the backs of  your eyelids in the evenings.  

Men of  action fashion slingshots, firing on squirrels until they fall 
flat on the ground, forming piles of  dead carcasses. Men of  action hold 
charity events for the elderly and their mothers bake brownies to sell for 
a nickel each. 

We make good use of  our money. We use it to purchase Dr. Pepper 
and a few sparkling jawbreakers and we hide our bounty in the tree 
house behind the thick plaster of  ruby ribbons on the wall. 

“Just don’t let anyone else in,” we lisp. “This is our club. Keep the 
ladder up. This tree house is only for the elite—for the Cardinals.” 

“But if  you do let anyone else in,” someone mumbles, and I am 
always confused by this portion of  the meeting, “their mother has 
to make good brownies, you know? And the fellow must be a rugby 
champion. And initiation—that’s a big deal. We’ll test them.” 

Next we all whistle and clap our hands until our palms are sore 
red. Initiation day is a feast in a flicker of  afternoon sunshine, clouded 
by vague observance of  exclusive tradition. Our eyes are glassy and 
everything is a raw game to impress. 

“Oh look, there she is, come to celebrate with us!” a fellow cries out. 
Because the cardinal settles down from above, alighting on an altar of  
brownies. She chirps some sweet thing,

But then a slingshot, a streak of  red.
A thousand vermillion freckled feathers falling flat on the already-

red-bandana heads of  a few earnest boys, hands clutching for the first 
phantom rung of  the ladder . . . . 
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Pontius

Mary Catherine Meyer

s he stepped out of  the feasting hall and into the cooling 
evening, Pilate felt as though he was somehow taking out with 
him the whole world—all the swelling noise of  laughter and 

lyre overlaying tables of  fruit and meat, the men with their wine glasses 
constantly raised, the women whose bodies slowly lost their colorful 
layers. The garden he entered was still, unpeopled, given sound only 
by the great fountain in its center—a round pool made of  stone and 
encircling a statue of  three naked maidens who were entangled in each 
other’s arms. Pouring over their unveiled heads, the water ran down 
their bare bodies and to their toes that touched a gold plate that stood 
suspended on a stone pedestal above the pool. Rather than to the 
angular mosaic path that outlined the flower beds and skirted along the 
garden’s outer walls, Pilate took to the worn foot treads of  the gardener, 
a dirt rut weaving its way through the courtyard garden in a twisting and 
mindless course; the path turned in on itself  like a small worm as it furls 
and unfurls at the touch of  a finger.

‘It all needs water,’ the man thought as he plucked a browning 
leaf  from a low shrub. But he had come out early that morning, and 
the ground had been damp. The day must have scorched it. With 
his dull recollection of  the violent, white sun, a distinct, piercing 
memory rushed upon him—the sweat on his hands and forehead, in 
front of  all the crowds, in front of  the man from Nazareth.

He considered then that it had been several hours since he had 
thought of  him. It was a strange story. The people at first seemed to 
adore him, but then, in the last week, accused him of  blasphemy and 
were hungry to execute. Given the Jewish priests’ coarseness, some 
part of  him had learned to anticipate this sort of  violence; he didn’t 
mind the brutality of  it and sometimes liked to incite it. His work 
was always easier when the people divided and defeated themselves 

and he could watch the din from afar.
Pontius was eager to think of  something else, so he inspected the 

fig tree to which the walkway led him, noticing the aphids running 
up and down the branch near his face, the leaves showing signs of  
small perforations, and the fruits hanging loosely. Picking one of  
these, he broke away from the path, cut his way across two beds 
and toward the three girls in the fountain. He looked at them and 
then down into the water, plunged the tender fig into its coolness, 
and tried to watch the grains of  dirt scatter as the water gradually 
unloosed them from the fruit and from his hands and drew them to 
rest at the bottom of  the limestone basin.

Upon a breeze that glazed over the garden and across Pilate’s 
arms, he heard music from where the party wore on, smelt and almost 
tasted the perfumed oils now redolent on the skin of  the dancers and 
the salted meats plated high and wide. It had become more difficult 
to make out all of  the trees and low-growing herbage outside, but 
as he looked about the garden, his arms still half-submerged in the 
clear water, he saw the line created by the light from indoors. It shone 
halfway across the garden through tall, thin windows, dividing the 
place into two warring realms of  shadow and light. He saw where the 
light seemed to end and the darkness, which seemed to flow in from 
beyond the garden walls, began. The illumination from the party felt 
suddenly and unexpectedly oppressive. His back stiffened in response 
to the glare and he moved a few feet nearer the rim of  the pool, into 
darkness, as though knowingly watched. 

Drawing out his arm, and laying the fruit on the wide lip of  the 
fountain—an offering for the three girls, a sacrifice to some greedy 
creature—he longed to be more alone. The ladies on the golden 
plate mocked his offering with their nakedness, and Pilate saw in 
them the bitterness of  other women he had known. He found 
himself  often hating them for their earnestness as they lay with 
him; he sensed their wanting to quench him and though he was 
quenched, each one eventually ran dry. In the after-moments, he 
always thought he sensed within them some unreachable inner flame, 
a flickering mixture of  laughter and agony.

But he never sought to understand the flame, only marveled at 
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it and then turned. He was of  the mind that certain things could 
not be grasped, certain truths remained far away. He had only 
to enjoy. Each morning, he awakened, still full from the previous 
evening, was cleaned and dressed and fed and told the reports about 
the city, the Hebrews’ complaining or bantering, a group’s needing 
to be cautioned against its rebellion. Sometimes, when he realized 
that the whole place moved and went on around him, for him, and 
would stop if  he asked, he was happy. Each night, he feasted while 
his wife and children and musicians and wild guests all joined him at 
the table. And he often stepped out into the garden onto the aimless 
path to examine the growing things.

Little looked to be growing today, for it had been too hot—save 
for those strange three hours of  gray. Pilate hoped that the spell was 
ending. He could not bear another. The leaves of  the trees and flowers 
were folded over on themselves, shrunken into their woody stalks. 

They had hung the man a few miles out from the city, well out 
of  Pontius’ sight, as he’d asked. They had crucified him as they did 
everyone else who gave them trouble. He was hanging there now, and 
Pilate looked at his own face reflected in the watery pool. Another 
waft of  air and smoke from inside seemed to run its feathers across 
the grounds, across his neck, and Pilate stood up. He felt that he had 
found something this evening, something that he could craft into 
a sort of  inner relief: ‘I think this must really be all that’s true,’ he 
thought, ‘that I come here most nights and I see the fig tree, whose 
fruit dies and returns each year, and pluck its fruit, and wash it, while 
the girls keep on dancing and the flutes and harps, playing, and I 
awaken full of  food and body the next day.’ He took up the fig, let its 
tissuey roundness rest against his lips, then bit. ‘All the rest fades away 
from us,’ he thought. Everything else—the beatings he’d received as 
a rebellious boy, the babies his wife had not wanted to bear, the nights 
when he felt no passion, the loud hatred of  the mobs and the rinsing 
of  his hands for the executioners to read and then execute—fades, 
unknowable, like all that lay beyond the shafts of  light from the man-
made lights indoors, blurred into darkness, hidden and meaningless. 
‘But I am true,’ he said as he returned to the path on its way to the long 
colonnade into the festal hall, ‘I am true.’

The Modern Mind:
Philip Hammersley, Michael 
Bunting, and David Raney
(You are now running on reserve battery power.) 

Walking, shuffling, looking down, air that stings to breathe.
Check it. Lost track! Time to get a move— 
Quick finish check message tab sadly no. Orange explosion on 

the brain. Idea!
New flipper, new snap, no like around.

Running, slurping stinging air. 
Unfriendly white. Look deep enough into it and it will swallow 
you. Whole. And digest...
Just in—
Sitting. Receive. Understand? A little. There’s always...
Check this out. No way, I’ll have to post...
Status, status, status, status, status. WHO CARES (everyone)
Shut it all out. Coverings for the holes into the head. Not for 

warmth. Just nodding to it. 

Tired times, what makes the man run? Now, then, when?
Oh buttons! Wait, where sleep escapes
Working? Worrying. Tomorrow and tomorrow...focus. Focus 

makes you strong—nope wrong 
again now get back to
Compact rectangularityyyyyyyawn. Nothing.

…but then noisily worded thoughts devour spaciousness. Red 
boots? Red rooms? Confusion permeates with this and that.

                        If  then we just…and if  I think…but no.
           
At 5%, got to go…
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Aubade

Forester McClatchey

Moonlight breathed
Through a branchy dome: 
Stained glass in monochrome.
Suspended in moonbeams: spore motes, lunamoths.

Of  course he shivers against that silver bark. 
The air so still and clear it makes the sap whine. 
He stamps and breathes and blinks and shakes and yet
Savors the dark, the silence of  tactile sorrow. 

Still, remember scrambling up and over branches,
Legs swinging, the way July light 
Dropped through leaves and dripped off mossed branches.
Remember carving images in the sun-shards,
Rooting out the jaguar’s rosettes by hand. 

Remember the lower branches reaching out
Waist-high to furnish hammocks for the victor,
The hot air close and heady with honeysuckle,
The anklebrush of  soft leaves in decay.

Remember his older brother clinging to the very top
While wind ransacked the leaves around him,
Jutting out of  the magnolia, sky cerulean—
—and the east grows livid at the rim. 

Ankles brush away through the leaves
As memories retreat into their proper bowers:
New brittleness. He pushes to the edge of  the tree,
Ducks down. The lunar dew frightens on his back.

Sara Pezzella
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Avenue to the Mind: Musings 
After Klimt’s “Avenue of  
Schloss Kammer Park”

Brigette Hall

On the avenue to Schloss Kammer Park,
Seventeen trees clasp the tips of  each other’s slender boughs
Each like a Daphne reaching for the sky.
Moss, entranced, clings to their fine figures.
The light sifting through their lattice of  leafy fingers
Bathes all beneath in a jade, web-like luster
And steeps the air with an aspect of  divinity.
At the end of  the lane, the manor presides.
 
At the third floor window of  Schloss Kammer Park,
A face of  punctured tears peers through the bubbled glass
Into the canopy of  leaves faded into bits of  ivory by the sun.
Here at the fantasy of  Schloss Kammer Park—
A locked chamber in her hallowed head—
Her tears are lemon drops, her window a door for flying.
Here, she immortalizes memories in the grotto of  leaves,
Whispering thoughts into the beguiling trees.

A Fragrance as of  Myrrh

Rachelle Ferguson

Her fading years have greyed her skin and hair.
But eyes (like seeds, fresh green) suffuse her face
with blooming patience, distant in their gaze—
perceiving something absent, lost, or rare.
A single rose she tends with foregone care,
preserving its shy presence in a vase,
its keen aroma spread with rendered grace:
a far-off fading fragrance as of  myrrh.
She kisses with her wilted mouth the bloom
because its petals look like angels’ lips
and because within a week the rose will wan
and die and lose its mystical perfume.
She’ll dry the petals, after death’s eclipse,
and press them in the pages of  St. John.
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